No.:AIBSNLEA/CHQ/Director (HR)/2010-11

Dated :21.06.2011

To:
Sh. A.K. Garg
Director (HR), BSNL
New Delhi-110001
Sub.:- Transfer & posting of the Executives in AGM/DE of Telecom Operation stream – reg.
Ref.:-412-09/2011-Pers.I(Pt.I) dated 16.06.2011 (Copy enclosed)
Respected Sir,
In the above cited reference, we are constraint to bring to your kind notice that Pers. Cell,
BSNL CO has issued transfer order of Sh. Karim Khan(Staff No. 34263) AGM from Sriganganagar
(Raj.) to Inspection Circle in violation of the BSNL CO Pers I Section order no. 412-10/2009-Pers.I
dated 23.06.2010. The referred order clearly mentioned the declaration of tenure areas/stations in
r/o Uttrakhand, Jharkhand, Orissa, Himachal Pradesh, Rajasthan and Chattisgarh Telecom Circle
and extension of facilities. Accordingly, in Rajasthan Circle the stations Bikaner, Banswara, Barmer,
Jaisalmer, Sriganganager and Sirohi have been declared tenure stations. These stations were
declared tenure stations in view of to motivate the executives to serve at the hard stations /areas of
the Circle to maintain the services smoothly.
Sh. Karim Khan, AGM,. Sriganganager(Raj. Circle) has been transferred from a hard tenure
station to again at hard tenure station (it is understood that Sh. Karim Khan, AGM is likely to be
posted against Sh. B.L. Dharkar working at Dimapur, Mizoram who has been transferred from
Inspection Circle to Rajasthan in the same transfer order as referred above) based on the long
standing particulars send by CGMT, Raj. Circle.
BSNL CO should further issue instructions to all Heads of telecom Circles/ Projetcs /
Regions / Metro Districts & other administrative units of BSNL to delete the name of executives
from the Circle long standing list who have already served more than two years in the tenure Areas
/Stations as per the above order dated 23.06.2010.
In view of the above, it is requested to kindly intervene in the matter so that the BSNL
Corporate Office 412-10/2009-Pers.I dated 23.06.2010 is implemented in its true sprit and the
unjust transfer order of Sh. Karim Khan(Staff No. 34263) AGM from Sriganganagar (Raj.) to
Inspection Circle is cancelled at the earliest.
With Kind regards,
Yours Sincerely,
-sd(Prahlad Rai)
General Secretary
Copy To:-



Sh. A.K. Jain, Sr. GM (Pers), BSNL CO, New Delhi-110001.

